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Equation of state of ice VII up to 106 GPa

E. Wolanin, Ph. Pruzan, J. C. Chervin, B. Canny, and M. Gauthier
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Using angle-dispersive x-ray powder diffraction and image plate detector, the equations of state of H2O and
D2O ice VII, corrected for deviatoric strain, were determined up to 106 GPa, and 60 GPa, respectively. Our
data were analyzed on the basis of the universal equation of state of Vinetet al. This treatment indicates the
occurrence of two second- or higher-order phase transitions at about 15 and 66 GPa, in agreement with the
pressure ranges where the nature of the proton disorder is expected to change.@S0163-1829~97!08034-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Although at low pressure the phase diagram of ice exh
its a rich polymorphism,1 above 2.1 GPa it simplifies dow

to only two solids: cubic ice VII~space groupPn3̄m) with

two molecules per unit cell on site symmetry 43̄m,2,3 and,
below 270 K, tetragonal ice VIII~space groupI41 /amd)
with eight molecules per unit cell on site symmetrymm.2 Ice
VII is a proton-disordered paraelectric solid, whereas
VIII is an antiferroelectric proton-ordered phase. The V
VIII transition line was recently determined by Rama
scattering.4 The Tc vs p curve shows marked slope chang
at about 15 and 60 GPa~20 and 70 GPa for D2O!, suggesting
three regimes for the order-disorder transformation, wh
may be correlated to the nature of the proton disorder in
VII. Around 2.4 GPa, as shown by neutron diffractio
analysis,2 ice VII is orientationally disordered. Due to th
increase of the intermolecular forces with pressure, the r
tional tunneling is expected to decrease as observed fo
stance in methane.5 Actually, a change of slope ofTc vs p is
found around 15 GPa, and on further compression the va
tion of Tc is similar to what is found in H-bonded ferroele
tric compounds such as KH2PO4 :6,7 first, Tc decreases lin-
early with p, then at a critical pressure, which is about
GPa for H2O, it drops to 0 K. As shown by the Ising mod
with a double-well proton potential, the linear regime is a
counted for by the mere compression of the intermolecu
distancedO-O with constant covalent-bond length.8 From the
following observations this regime would correspond to
quasistatic disorder:~i! as a rule, the orientational disorde
observed at low pressure is expected to decrease as pre
increases;~ii ! the linear regime is described by a Ham
tonian containing only a dipolar interaction~Ising term!; in
other words there is no need for a dynamical disorder term
determine the transition temperatureTc . At Tc , the long-
range dipolar order of ice VIII disappears and, due to the
rule, is replaced by a short-range order in ice VII. The tu
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neling energy, small compared to the dipolar interacti
may, however, play a role in the reordering of the sho
range order domains. Around 62 GPa~72 GPa for D2O!, the
impossibility to order the system, even at zero temperat
may be ascribed to the proximity of the proton double-w
barrier’s height to the proton zero-point energy. This cau
the delocalization of the proton along the bond, prevent
the stabilization of the ordered phase. From earlier theor
cal computation by Schweizer and Stillinger,9 this pressure
was estimated around 33 GPa; extrapolation of a recenab
initio computation by Silvi and Bessonet al.10,11 allows a
better estimation at around 70 GPa. On further compress
it is expected that this solid should lead to the symme
ordered phase, the so-called ice X, referred to in the follo
ing as ordered ice X~Cu2O structure!, in which the proton
lies at the midpoint between two oxygens. Schweizer a
Stillinger found that the symmetric solid is obtained at
GPa, where the proton density was found peaked at the b
center.9 Vibrational spectroscopies are relevant methods
characterize the behavior of ice at ultrahigh pressure. P
ently, no significant peak of ice X was found with Rama
spectroscopy up to 130 GPa;12 on the other hand, Aokiet
al.13 and Goncharovet al.14 concluded from infrared spec
troscopy that ice X is reached around 60–62 GPa. This p
is discussed later on in connection with the proton orderi

The expected phase transitions mentioned above and
curring at 15 and 60 GPa for H2O, which are very likely
second- or higher-order transformations, may have det
able effects on the equation of state~EOS!. In order to in-
vestigate the possible existence of such effects, we have
termined the EOS of ice VII up to 106 GPa using angu
dispersive powder diffraction~ADX ! and high brilliance syn-
chrotron radiation. The equation of state of ice was alrea
determined by Liu,15 Munro et al.,16 and up to 128 GPa by
Hemley et al.17 In the latter work, only the 110 diffraction
peak was observed using energy dispersive x-ray diffrac
~EDX! and synchrotron radiation. Data of Hemleyet al.
were reanalyzed by Hama and Suito;18 this work is discussed
5781 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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in the last section. In the present work a more powerful te
nique than EDX was used: ADX combined with image pla
detectors allows the observation of a larger number of refl
tions with more reliable intensities, hence leading to m
accurate crystallographic and volume data. Several set
data were collected at the European Synchrotron Radia
Facility ~ESRF, Grenoble, France! on H2O and D2O, up to
106 GPa and 60 GPa, respectively. The 110, 200, and
reflections were followed up to the highest pressures, all
ing us to perform deviatoric strain correction. Treatment
the final data based on the EOS of Vinet19 supports our
scheme on the evolution of the proton disorder nature, dra
from the pressure dependence of the VII-VIII transition te
peratureTc .

EXPERIMENT

The high-pressure devices used in these experiments
diamond anvil cells~DAC! with two wide conical apertures
on the symmetry axis of the system. Two different cell d
signs were used:~i! a membrane type DAC~MDAC! de-
signed in our laboratory,20 with tungsten carbide seats and
full ~4u) x-ray aperture of 56°;~ii ! a Diacell~DXR-5!, with
beryllium seats, and maximum aperture of 90°. A pre
dented stainless-steel gasket confined the sample@tridistilled
H2O or 99.80% isotopic purity D2O from Euriso-top~CEA,
France!# into a 50-mm-diam hole. A small (;5 mm! ruby
chip was placed into the hole forin situ pressure measure
ment according to the shift of the ruby luminescenceR1 line,
using the five-power law.21

Synchrotron radiation, with its high intensity and lo
beam divergence, is required for this low-Z material. High
pressure powder diffraction was performed in an ang
dispersive mode at the ESRF on beam line ID9, using a la
area (3403400 mm2) image plate. The monochromat
x-ray beam (l; 0.4 Å! , parallel to the symmetry axis of th
DAC, was collimated down to 50350 mm2 and cleaned up
close to the cell using fine slits to avoid gasket signal. Dur
exposure times, the cell was rocked through6 3° in order to
improve the crystallite averaging, the limited range of
being chosen to avoid diamond reflections. At room tempe
ture, four runs were performed with H2O, up to a maximum
pressure of 106 GPa, and two runs with D2O, up to 60 GPa.
A silicon powder standard was used to determine the wa
length and sample-to-plate distance.

RESULTS AND DATA TREATMENT

Data were collected on image plates in about 1 h. T
two-dimensional powder rings were integrated into a c
ventional profile~shown at 7 GPa in inset in Fig. 1! through
programsPLATYPUS22 or FIT2D.23 Indexation of the peaks
was consistent with the primitive cubic lattice. The record
intensities were observed to be uniform around the pow
rings, indicating that the quality of the powder was goo
However, a slight preferred orientation effect along the@100#
direction was found, as indicated by the comparison of
relative intensities of the peaks with a simulation perform
using programFULLPROF.24 The x-ray aperture of our mem
brane DAC permitted us to follow the 110, 200, and 2
diffraction lines of the ice VII cubic lattice up to 106 GPa. A
-
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lower pressures, a greater number of reflections were
served. Below 10 GPa, 14 diffraction lines were collect
using the Diacell~see inset in Fig. 1!, while five peaks were
observed with the MDAC up to 60 GPa. The 111 diffractio
line, assigned to the hydrogen atoms, was followed up to
GPa, where it became too faint to be observed. Moreover
some runs we could observe a slight splitting of the 110 p
into a doublet, likely to be attributed to the combined effe
of preferred orientation and deviatoric stress; such a com
nation would also stand for the larger value of the cell p
rameter computed from the 200 diffraction line, which ca
not be accounted for by only using Eq.~2! ~see below!.

The cell parameter of the cubic lattice was computed fr
eachhkl ~Muller indices! diffraction line. Error on the cell
parameter, estimated only from the precision on thehkl dif-
fraction line position, depends on the pressure range: at
80, and 100 GPa, it is60.002,60.005, and60.01 Å, re-
spectively. However, systematic differences between
computed cell parameters were observed~see Fig. 1!. These
systematic differences are ascribed to the presence
uniaxial stress component~USC! t along the loading direc-
tion, caused by the compression system.25,26This USC has to
be taken into account to obtain the corrected value of the
parameter under the hydrostatic pressurephydr given by

phydr5pmeas2
1
3 t, ~1!

wherepmeas is the measured pressure determined from
ruby line. The USC was calculated from our diffraction da
using Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4! given below, which were derived
by Singh and Balasingh for cubic systems.27 In our geom-
etry, termed parallel geometry, the load direction coincid
with the direction of the incident x-ray beam, the cell para
eter computed from ahkl reflection is given by

ahkl5ahydr1ta0@s111~s122s11!cos2uB

1S~123sin2uB!G#, ~2!

with

FIG. 1. Cell parameter computed from varioushkl diffraction
lines; hollow circle: 110; filled circle: 111; hollow down triangle
200; filled down triangle: 211; hollow square: 220; filled squa
310; hollow up triangle: 222; filled up triangle: 321; inset: H2O
spectrum at 6.7 GPa with the Diacell DAC.
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S5s112s122
1
2 s44, ~3!

G5
h2k21h2l 21k2l 2

~h21k21 l 2!2
, ~4!

whereahkl represents the experimental cell parameter for
hkl reflection, ahydr the cell parameter under hydrostat
conditions,a0 is the cell parameter at zero pressure wh
was taken as 3.44 Å from Hemleyet al.;17 si j are the elastic
compliances, anduB the corresponding Bragg angle. T
computet, the pressure dependence of the compliances o
the elastic coefficients has to be known. The recent result
Shimizu and co-workers28,29performed up to 7 GPa for bot
H2O and D2O were used, and a linear pressure depende
of the elastic coefficients up to 106 GPa was assumed.
incompressibility coefficientB being a linear combination o
the elastic coefficients for a cubic materi
„B5(c1112c12)/3…, this latter assumption involved a linea
pressure dependence ofB which is usually assumed. Th
error on the deviatoric strain correction ona0 is discussed in
the following section.

Using the various diffraction lines, Eq.~2! was fitted at
each pressure witht andahydr as parameters. Thus the US
and the hydrostatic cell parameter were obtained as funct
of pressure. Within the scatter of the computed points,
USC was found to have a linear pressure dependence: in
whole pressure range,t was found around 10% of the mea
sured pressure. The computed cell volume (ahydr)

3 as a
function of the hydrostatic pressure is plotted in Fig. 2. T
difference between the corrected and uncorrected volum
about 1%. Figure 2 shows a very good agreement betw
the various runs; no isotope-related difference was obse
within the present experimental accuracy.

FIG. 2. Corrected unit cell volume vs corrected~hydrostatic!
pressure; circles: H2O; triangles: D2O; solid line: least square fit to
a Birch-Murnaghan EOS (B0514.9 GPa taken from Shimizuet al.;
fitted parameters:B0855.4 anda053.45 Å!; dashed line: Hemley
et al.data. For clarity reasons, error bar on the pressure is indic
only on the last data point; the error on the pressure depends o
range: at 10, 40, 100 GPa, it is60.5, 62 and610 GPa, respec-
tively; the error on the volume is inferior, or equal at high pressu
to the symbol diameter.
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DISCUSSION

The corrected volume vs hydrostatic pressure was
fitted to a Birch-Murnaghan EOS~see Appendix!, using for
the isothermal bulk modulus at zero pressure the valueB0 of
14.9 GPa derived from the elastic coefficients of Shim
et al. 28 The fitted parameters wereB08 , the first pressure
derivative of the bulk modulus, anda0, the cell parameter a
zero pressure; the results of the fit are given in Table I.
note that the valueB0 of 14.9 GPa is well below the 23.7
GPa value proposed by Hemleyet al. from their x-ray data.
If this latter value of 23.7 GPa is used, the fit of our da
provides B0854.860.1, and a053.37360.008 Å, with a
mean relative error of 1.81 GPa and a maximum relat
error of 5.5 GPa. However, the large difference between 2
and 14.9 has only a weak influence on our calculations; e
if we impose the value of 23.7 GPa forB0, the computed
uniaxial stress differs by; 5% and the corrected cell param
eter variation is less than 0.02%. Moreover, the value of 1
GPa is well within the range of bulk moduli obtained fo
other phases of ice.30,31 Compared to the Hemleyet al. data,
our results show a more compressible behavior in the 10
GPa range, and a stiffer one above 80 GPa. However, t
data were uncorrected for deviatoric strain; if a 3%@see Eq.
~1!# correction on the pressure is applied to the Hemley d
the difference between their~corrected! EOS and ours is less
marked. In Table I,B08 anda0 are also given when using
Vinet EOS~see Appendix!. The pressure dependence of o
volume data appears to be regular and apparently does
show any sign suggesting phase transitions in the expe
ranges. To proceed further, we followed the treatment
rived by Vinetet al.,32 and used by Hama and Suito18 for ice
VII. This treatment is based on the fact that in the system
coordinates ln„H(x)… vs (12x), wherex5a/a0 and

H~x!5
px2

3~12x!
, ~5!

the Vinet EOS, in the absence of phase transition, mus
linear. The plot of our data in this system of coordinates
presented in Fig. 3 for H2O. Three linear regimes are clear
observed. Slope changes occur around 12x50.095 and
12x50.20, i.e., 12 GPa and 66 GPa, respectively. D2O data
are being processed, and first results would indicate a shi
pressure of about 5 GPa in the lower region and of abou
GPa in the upper region. This behavior, together with
smooth variation observed in Fig. 2 as well as in Fig.
where the turns are not very sharp, supports the existenc
second- or higher-order phase transitions, as inferred by

ed
the

,

TABLE I. Values of the parametersa0 andB08 in Eqs.~A1! and
~A2! derived from the fit of our data for ice VII H2O and D2O (B0

taken from Shimizuet al.28!.

Birch-Murnaghan Vinet

B0 ~GPa! 14.960.8 14.960.8
B08 5.460.1 6.260.1
a0 ~Å! 3.45160.008 3.42760.008
Mean relative error~GPa! 1.60 1.86
Maximum relative error~GPa! 5.22 5.91
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analysis of the pressure dependence of the VII-VIII transit
temperature. The pressure range being separated into
zones, we fit each one with a Vinet EOS, with the start
point taken at the transition pressurept . The Vinet EOS@see
Eq. ~A2!# is then expressed as

p2pt5
3B0~12x!

x2
exp@ 3

2 ~B0821!~12x!#, ~6!

wherex5a/at , andat is the lattice parameter atpt . Results
of these fits are given in Table II. Due to the few number
points left in each zone, error margins onB08 are relatively
large. The parametersB0 andB08 increase significantly with
pressure; specifically it is worth recalling thatB08 , which is
representative of the nature of the interatomic potential,33 is
expected to increase at high pressure. Hama and Suito
plying the same type of treatment to the data of Hem
et al., concluded that phase changes occurred at 40 an
GPa. Performing the same treatment on the Hemley data
found a slope change around 70 GPa; on the other hand
lower pressure feature is not clearly apparent. We must st
also that the conclusions of Hama and Suito, concerning
suggested phase transition sequence ice VII→ symmetric
ice→ proton disordered symmetric ice, are very likely n
correct. Assuming a symmetrical double-well potential
the proton, the potential barrier decreases with increas
pressure, thus favoring first the delocalization of the pro
along the O-O axis, as shown by the sudden decreas
Tc(p) in the phase diagram. On further compression, as

FIG. 3. Plot ln„H(x)… vs (12x) @see Eqs.~5! and~A2!# for ice
VII H 2O at room temperature; line: manual fit.

TABLE II. Values of the parametersB0 and B08 in Eq. ~A2!
derived from the fit of our data for ice VII in each zone of Fig.~3!.

0–13 GPa 13–66 GPa.66 GPa

B0 ~GPa! 27.861.4 9764 260620
B08 2.860.4 3.060.3 7.361.8
Mean relative error~GPa! 0.3 1.0 0.6
Maximum relative error~GPa! 0.9 2.1 1.2
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called in the Introduction, the proton density is expected
have only one maximum at the center of the O-O distan
and this latter transformation should lead to a symme
ordered phase of cuprite structure. The zone found abov
GPa~Fig. 3! is very likely the disordered form of the sym
metric phase, with the delocalized proton statistically ce
tered between two oxygens. At this point it is useful to rec
the dynamical properties of the expected ordered ice X co
pared to what is observed with Raman and infrared sp
troscopies above 60 GPa. In ice X@Cu2O structure,
4̄3m(Td) oxygen site symmetry and 3m̄(D3d) hydrogen
site symmetry#, one triply degenerate Raman active mo
F2g and two triply degenerate infrared active modesF1u are
expected.34 The Raman mode is due solely to the oxyg
sublattice vibration, whereas the infrared modes are du
both hydrogen and oxygen sublattices vibrations~transla-
tional and distortional!.13 Starting from ordered ice VIII, the
F2g mode originates from the translational lattice vibratio
and theF1u modes from the stretching vibrations~for the
translational motion! and from the bending and librationa
vibrations~for the distortional motion!. The experimental ob-
servations are the following:

~1! On increasing pressure on ice VII from 20 GPa, t
lattice and stretching Raman active mode intensities w
found to progressively decrease with a broadening of
stretching mode.3,8,12 A strong broadening of the infrare
stretching peak is also observed.13 Above 50 GPa up to 130
GPa, the upper limit of our investigation, no significant R
man peak was found,8,12 in particular theF2g mode was not
observed.

~2! Raman investigation of the phase diagram has sho
that ice VIII, the ordered form of ice VII, vanished above
critical pressure close to 62 GPa~72 GPa for D2O).4,12

~3! According to the infrared investigations the disto
tional F1u mode was observed from 60 GPa, the vibration
mode from 90 GPa.13 However, locations of the occurrenc
of these modes are not accurate because investigations
performed from 700 cm21 and the respectiven vs p curves
lie on the extrapolations of the translational and libration
modes of ice VII~or VIII !.

~4! The F1u modes are very broad; narrowing and i
crease in intensity of the distortional mode occur from
GPa; the same behavior is observed for the translatio
mode above 90 GPa.13

The infrared measurements13,14 demonstrate that a trans
formation around 60 GPa~70 GPa for D2O) occurs. The
intensity variations of theF1u modes~point 4! are relevant
observations for the location and the characteristics of
transformation. The broadening of the Raman and the in
red stretching peaks on approaching the transition from
low and the absence of Raman peaks around 60 GPa~point
1! indicate the evolution to a disordered solid; the evoluti
of the infrared peaks above this pressure domain confi
that feature and suggests a progressive ordering on fur
compression~point 4!. The transformation to a disordere
solid at ;60 GPa is consistent with the limit of stabilit
found for ice VIII, suggesting a delocalization of the proto
site ~point 2!.4,8,12 The statement given by Aokiet al. that
ordered ice X is reached at 60 GPa relies on the chang
sign of the stretching frequency pressure dependence; a
ally the translational mode is observed around 90 GPa,
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56 5785EQUATION OF STATE OF ICE VII UP TO 106 GPa
around 60 GPa. In contrast to Aokiet al., Goncharovet al.,14

from the behavior of the translational and distortional mod
beyond 100 GPa, concluded that the ordered solid~static
symmetric bonds! may occur around 150 GPa.

The transformation to ordered ice X through the seque
ice VII → disordered ice X→ ordered ice X, as suggeste
above, is also supported by the comparison with O-H . . . O
systems at ambient. For O-O distances,dO-O, varying from 3
to 2.44 Å, the O-H . . . O bond in those systems evolves fro
a proton double-well potential with a localized proton to
proton ordered symmetric bond. The intermediate state
tween these two configurations corresponds, for O-O
tance around 2.52 Å, to a proton disordered system wit
double minimum.35 The isotopic ratio, which is around 1.3
for largedO-O, exhibits a minimum fordO-O ; 2.52 Å and
then increases to 1.4 ford O-O ; 2.44 Å. A comparison with
the expected isotopic ratio of ice vsdO-O suggests that the
single-well potential may be reached fordO-O ; 2.32 Å; that
is, for pressure around 90 GPa. This is very likely a low
boundary for the pressure of transformation to the orde
symmetric ice.12

CONCLUSION

The equation of state of ice VII (H2O) has been deter
mined up to 106 GPa. Deviatoric strain corrections indica
that the experimental pressure is overestimated by abou
in the whole pressure range, while the correction on the
tice parameter, depending on thehkl index, may reach 1%
The analysis of our data with the Vinetet al.EOS allowed us
ys

e
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to disclose three pressure domains; higher-order phase t
formations occur very likely around 12 and 66 GPa. Acco
ing to recent investigations, we have checked that on d
teration these transitions shift to 18 and 82 GPa, respectiv
which correspond to the pressure ranges where the pr
disorder is expected to modify, as found from the analysis
the pressure dependence of the VII-VIII transition tempe
ture. The present results in the region above 60 GPa ap
to be consistent with the infrared investigations in t
megabar range.

APPENDIX

The Birch-Murnaghan and Vinet equations of state
respectively given by

p5
3

2
B0x25~12x22!F3

4
~B0824!~12x22!21G , ~A1!

p5
3B0~12x!

x2
expF3

2
~B0821!~12x!G , ~A2!

with

x5
a

a0
,

and whereB0 andB08 are the bulk modulus at zero pressu
and its pressure derivative.
Sci.
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ev.
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